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HSBC
TO: 
Loan Drawdown and Rollover Instruction
Date
Subject to Terms and Condition of the Facility Letter
Subject to the applicable terms and conditions in the relevant facility offer letter (as may be amended, supplemented and/or varied from time to time, ‘Facility Offer Letter’) in respect of the loan/financing made available by the Bank.
Part A: Borrower Information
Customer Name *
Customer Number *
Contact Person
Contact Number 
Instruction Type *
Part B : Drawdown Instruction
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number
Facility Type *
Drawdown Currency *
Drawdown Amount *
Drawdown Amount in Words *
Drawdown Date *
Rollover Period *
Drawdown Type
Drawdown to exisiting loan account number 
Transfer of Loan Proceeds *  
Yes
No
Supplier Payments Instructions included * 
Invoices Included 
No
Yes
Purpose of Loan Drawdown * 
Auto Rollover
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Part C : Proceeds Instruction
Note: to be submitted along with the “Telegraphic Transfers” form and other supporting documents as applicable.
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General)  *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Specific) *
Remove account
Add account
Part D : Repayment/Payment Instruction
Currency of Repayment Account *
Repayment Account *
Part C : Loan Proceeds Instruction
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account for Requested Loan to be Credited to *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose Specific *
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Yes
No
Credit to HSBC Account *
Account Number *
Beneficiary Name *
Amount in Drawdown Currency *
Beneficiary Bank *
Payment Purpose (General) *
Beneficiary Account *
Payment Purpose (Detailed) *
Remove account
Add account
Part D : Repayment Instruction
Currency of Repayment Account *
Repayment Account *
Part B : Rollover /Settlement Instruction
Rollover Type *
   Loan Account Number *
   Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number 
Rollover Amount *
   Partial Settlement Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
   Auto Rollover
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover t Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) is will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction) are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) is will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction) are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) is will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction) are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Rollover Type *
Loan Account Number *
Rollover Tenor *
Facility Offer Letter Reference Number *
Auto Rollover
Rollover Amount *
Account Number to be debited from *
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Remove Instruction
Add Rollover Instruction
Part B : Repayment/Pre-Settlement Instruction
Pre-settlement Type *
  Loan Type 
Pre-settlement Currency *
  Loan/Financing Account Number *
Pre-settlement Amount *
  Facility Offer Letter Reference  
  Number
Pre-settlement Amount in Words *
Pre-settlement Date *
 Account number to be debited from*
Debit account Currency *
Debit pre-settlement charges * 
  FX rate details (if applicable) *  
1.You have selected the option of Auto Rollover, it means that you have requested for your loan/financing amount drawn to be automatically, continuously and repeatedly rolled over for the Rollover Period upon the end of each Rollover Period. By giving this Auto Rollover instruction, Rollover Notice(s) will be automatically and repeatedly generated and issued to the Bank before the end of each Rollover Period for the relevant loan/financing. Such Rollover Notice(s) and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are governed by and construed in accordance with the governing law as specified in the relevant Facility Offer Letter. 2.At least three (3) business days’ prior written notice must be given to the Bank to cancel this Auto Rollover instruction. In any case, the Rollover Notice(s) given under this Auto Rollover instruction is irrevocable unless we advise you otherwise.  3.This Auto Rollover instruction and the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction are subject to (a) the Bank’s availability of funds, (b) the Bank’s customary overriding right of suspension, withdrawal and repayment/ acceleration of payment on demand (as the case may be), (c) other terms and conditions in the Facility Offer Letter, and (d) the Bank’s right to vary the interest/profit rate (as the case may be) or methods of determination of such rate(s). 4.Unless stated otherwise, terms defined in the Facility Offer Letter have the same meaning when used in the Rollover Notice(s) subsequently generated pursuant to the Auto Rollover instruction and this Auto Rollover instruction.
Part E : Others
Authorised Signatories and Company Chop
Enable only for countries who needs T&C to be included in the DD request
Part C : Others
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